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Database Studio is the graphical tool to administrate SAP MaxDB database
instances (Content Server) as of version 7.5.
It replaces the previous tools Database Manager GUI and SQL Studio from
SAP MaxDB version 7.7 onwards.
Database Studio is not bound to the Windows platform as the previous tools.
At present it is available for Linux and for Windows.
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Here you can see the SAP MaxDB Database Studio with an open
administration editor for database with name CS – our SAP MaxDB Content
Server.
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The administration editor can be opened via context menu of a
corresponding user or by selecting the user and choosing the administration
icon within the toolbar of the explorer view (1).
Only database manager operator user and the database system
administrator user are allowed to open the administration editor (for other
users the login input mask is shown). The default name and password of the
database manager operator user and the database system administrator
user which was created during the installation of the SAP Content Server
database can be found in SAP note 212394.
Per default tab “Overview” is active which shows general information about
the database at a glance, e.g. filling level (2), name, status, database
version, operating system of database server (3), if monitoring, tracing,
Database Analyzer etc. is switched on or off (4), software installation path,
(5), Data Cache size and hit rate (6).
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SAP MaxDB Database Studio is available via SAP Support Portal in SAP
Software Distribution Center. Go to:
http://service.sap.com/swdc
-> Database and Database Patches (from other vendors)
-> SAP MaxDB
-> Database Patches
-> MAXDB GUI COMPONENTS/TOOLS
And use SAP note 1097311 for Database Studio installation.
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Additionally to the Database Studio you have on the command line the
Database Manager Command Line Interface (DBMCLI) to administrate your
SAP MaxDB Content Server. This tool is a component of the SAP MaxDB
software.
Command ‚dbmcli –help‘ gives an overview which options are possible.
With command ‚help‘ in a dbmcli session an overview of all DBMServer
commands is displayed or use the DBMCLI manual in the SAP MaxDB
documentation.
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To administrate your SAP MaxDB Content Server via transaction DBACockpit
in your SAP Solution Manager you have to integrate your Content Server via
transaction DB59 first.
In transaction DB59 choose Integrate Database and specify a connection
name and choose database type ‘MaxDB’.
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On screen Maintain Database Integration enter the requested information:
- Database name and Database Server,
- an optional Description
- DBM Operator User Name and his Password
- Standard Database User Name and his Password

and save your changes.
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After integration via transaction DB59 you can choose your SAP MaxDB
Content Server in transaction DBACockpit …
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… and have now the possibility to monitor and administrate your Content
Server via this transaction.
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SAP MaxDB (Content Server) database parameter check is embedded into
the Database Analyzer. Use this Database Analyzer feature to check if the
configuration of your SAP MaxDB database corresponds to the current SAP
recommendations.
The parameter check should be executed after each SAP MaxDB software
upgrade. Different recommendations may be relevant for different database
versions.

The parameter check uses a special Database Analyzer configuration file
(only one file for all SAP MaxDB versions). This special configuration file is
attached to SAP note 1111426. As this file is regulary updated, you must
download it always before a new check.
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The database instance must be in operational state ONLINE when you start
the parameter check tool. Perform the automatic check as SYSDBA user
(e.g. superdba)
dbanalyzer –d EXPERTDB –n <server> –u superdba,<password>
–f dbanalyzer_instanceParametercheck.cfg -o <temp_directory> -i –c 1 –t
1,1

With parameter
-i the output directory will be cleaned up
-c output will be send to screen as well
-t 1,1 only 1 snapshot in an interval of one second
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Analyze the screen output or the generated file
<temp_directory>/<YYYYMMDD>/DBAN.prt. Important are all messages that
are marked with “* W1” to “* W3”
The following checks are executed:
- general parameters
- parameters which influence the I/O performance
- optimizer parameters
- additional checks
- do corrupt indexes exist?
- is the database kernel trace activated?
- do tables exist which do not have any file directory counters?
- is logging activated and autooverwrite deactivated?
- does the size of the IO Buffer Cache correspond to the SAP
recommendation, which is
2% of the used data volume size for UNICODE systems and
1% for NON-UNICODE systems which is the default of the Content
Server
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SAP MaxDB version string contains:
• Major release (single-digit)
• Minor release (single-digit)
• Support package (two-digit)
• Patch level (two-digit)
Support Packages contain both corrections for errors and functional
enhancements.

Patch levels will be created more frequently than Support Packages in
accordance with customer requirements and, in particular, in response to
known errors. Only high-priority errors will be corrected. Corrections for
delivered versions always result in a new Patch level number.
In database log files, for instance KnlMsg, you will find the database kernel
version with build number of 12 digits. The first 3 digits represent the Patch
level followed by 3 digits indicating the release status, the make status and
the usage. The last 6 digits specify the change list number which uniquely
identifies the underlying module amount and module instance of the MaxDB
version.

More information about the SAP MaxDB version string can be found in SAP
note 820824 - FAQ: SAP MaxDB/liveCache-Technology.
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Applying SAP MaxDB patches (change of database version to a newer MaxDB support
package or patch level) can be done with the SAP MaxDB installation and upgrade tools
(SDBSETUP, SDBUPD, SDBINST) provided with the SAP MaxDB installation software
packages.
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A helpful tool to get relevant locations of a specific database instance is
XINSTINFO. Executed without any option it shows the location of
<independent data path> as well as <independent program path>. If this tool
is executed the following way: ‘xinstinfo <database name (SID)>’ it shows in
addition to the independent locations:
~ directory of the dependent software part of this database instance
~ the software version this database instance is based on
~ work directory (so called ‘rundirectory’) of this database instance

So a brief overview about relevant locations is on hand.
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SDBVERIFY is the command line tool to check installed MaxDB software for
correct installation. To check the entire installation SDBVERIFY has to be
executed from command line by an OS user with administrator permissions
(1).
Every installation with all installed packages will be checked (2). A concluding
message indicates if all installations are consistent or not (3).
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SDBREGVIEW is the command line tool that once started checks the
registration of all installed SAP MaxDB software packages. Executed by an
OS user with administrator permissions it lists all registration data for each
installation (1).
Command ‘sdbregview -l’ shows the version of each package of each
installation (2).
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To prevent data loss in a database used for production operation, it is
essential that the data and log areas are backed up regularly.
With Database Studio, SAP MaxDB provides a user-friendly tool for
performing these backups. This tool allows you to display the backup history
and use external backup tools such as Legato NetWorker, NetVault, and
TSM. The widely-used BACKINT for Oracle interface has also been offered
since early database versions of SAP MaxDB (SAP DB). MaxDB features an
enhanced version of the standard BACKINT interface, namely BACKINT for
SAP MaxDB. This enhancement also allows you to use pipes for backing up
databases using this interface.
A backup of the database instance consists of two elements:
 Periodic backup of the data area
 Backup of the log entries ( no Log backup possible for Cache Server)

While backups are being performed, the database remains available without
restrictions.
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Regularly back up your data and redo log entries from the data and log areas
of your database to data carriers. No downtime is required for backups: you
can execute backups in the ONLINE operational state, meaning that the
database is available to users during backups.
If there is a database failure due to a hardware defect or a logical error, you
can restore the database to a consistent state by importing the data and log
entries from the backups.

For backing up, use SAP MaxDB tools Database Studio, Database Manager
CLI or SAP CCMS (in SAP systems only).
You can also create a backup concept by using external backup tools.
As of SAP MaxDB Version 7.8 you can use external filer snapshot in
combination with SAP MaxDB snapshot to create a consistent backup in
online database mode.
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To create a complete backup of all valid pages used in the data area, choose
as DBM-User e.g. Control Administration Task -> Backup -> Complete Data
Backup. The configuration of the database instance is also backed up. This
means that if you perform a recovery, it is also possible to restore the original
configuration. Converter pages are not backed up.
To create an incremental backup of the data area, choose Incremental Data
Backup. This backup contains all pages that have been changed since the
last complete backup. Every following incremental data backup still backup
only those pages changed since the last full data backup, so the size of the
incremental backups will increase over time, depending on how much data
was changed.
You access the backup functions in Database Studio by choosing Backup...
from the context menu of the instance.
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Interactive log backups back up all occupied log pages from the log volume
that have not yet been backed up.
Only version files and external backup tools with a confirmation function are
accepted as backup media for interactive log backups. For this reason, the
log backups should then be stored finally on other backup media.
The system automatically adds a version number (three characters with
leading zeros) to the file name defined in the backup medium. Once the
number set is exhausted, additional digits are added.

The labels of the log backups are assigned independently of the numbering
of the complete and incremental data backups.
All log backups are listed in the backup history in reverse chronological and
logical order together with the data backups.
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A log backup saves all content of the log area that has not yet been saved to
a backup medium of your choice. The content of the log area is then released
for overwriting. Note that the log entries are only released for overwriting
and not actively deleted.
 The log backup is performed in sections, the size of which is defined (in pages)
by the "AutoLogBackupSize" parameter. By default, the value of the
"AutoLogBackupSize" parameter is calculated at the time of installation based on
the existing log volumes and set to one third of the total log area.

When you activate automatic log backup, completed log areas are
automatically backed up to backup media selected for this purpose.
 We recommend that you use a separate hard disk area for automatic log
backups. Only files (Device Type: File) can be used as a backup medium.
To learn how data can be supplied to these files automatically, see the DBMCLI
command description for archive_stage.
 You do not need to deactivate automatic log backup during a data backup or
Check data. The database kernel monitors the completed log segments.
 If you want to perform an interactive log backup even though the automatic log
backup function is activated, you first have to deactivate automatic log backup
and then reactivate it after you have performed the interactive log backup.
 You can also specify a specific time interval in which the log is saved
automatically
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One or more media can be used for data backups.
 If multiple media are to be used, these must be organized as a group of parallel
backup media (‘template group’).
 Tapes, files, and pipes can be used as backup media. Pipes are used as an
interface to external backup tools, for example.

Regular files or pipes can be used for interactive log backups (save log).
 Parallel log backups are not supported.
 Pipes are only supported if backup tools receive the data from the pipe and send
a confirmation after the backup is completed.

The automatic log backup function can be used only when logs are backed
up to files.
 Pipes cannot be used.
 The automatic log backup writes version files.
 You can use the "archive_stage" dbmcli command to forward these version files
stored in the file system to a backup tool automatically.
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SAP MaxDB supports multiple external backup tools and technologies:
 NetWorker (NSR)
 Tivoli Storage Manager (TSM)
 Tools that support the BACKINT for SAP MaxDB or BACKINT for Oracle
interface (BACK), such as:


HP Data Protector >6.0 supports BACKINT for SAP MaxDB.



Comvault QiNetix > 6.1 supports BACKINT for SAP MaxDB



All other external backup tools on the market must be connected using the BACKINT
for Oracle interface, and based on our experience, these require additional adapters
from their providers.

To support one of these tools, the Device Type of the backup template must
be set to "Pipe".
Additional examples of definitions for templates in Unix and Windows:
 Windows: First tape drive: \\.\tape0
Pipe: \\.\pipe\PipeName
 UNIX:

Tape drives, for example: /dev/tape0
Pipes: /tmp/pipe0

Template definitions are stored in the dbm.mmm file in the run directory of the
database instance.
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As of version 7.7 you can freeze the data area of a SAP MaxDB using
internal database snapshots.
A snapshot can be created in the ONLINE operational state.
As of SAP MaxDB version 7.8 you can perform a complete data backup with
an external file system snapshot in the operational state ONLINE in
combination with a SAP MaxDB Database Snapshot.
First a SAP MaxDB (internal) Snapshot is created followed by the external
file snapshot.
While this backup procedure the database is in online mode and the users
can work with the application. Moreover, this procedure guarantees that this
external file system backup is included in the backup history.
The Log area is never part of this backup procedure.
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The backup procedure always starts with backup_start – on database level
the converter Snapshot is created.
In response to this command, the system displays the following output:
OK
Returncode -8020
...
Max Used Data Page 0
...
The return code -8020 together with the number of maximum used data
pages (Max Used Data Page), in this case 0, displays in this case that the
complete data backup was successfully started.
As soon as you’ll get the information backup_start has ended with return
code 0 the external filer snapshot can be executed.
Note: This is not done via SAP MaxDB database Tools.
When the external filer snapshot has been created the backup_finish
command sent via database tools Database Studio or DBMCLUI finished the
backup process. If the backup_finish command is missing no new SAP
MaxDB snapshot with ID EXTERNAL can be created.
The backup_finish command drops implicitely the internal SAP MaxDB
Snapshot.
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You have to create a special Backup template
(<backup_template>) for this procedure:
• Backup Template:
Database Studio: You have defined a backup template with the backup
type COMPLETE DATA and the device type EXTERNAL in the Database
Studio.
DBMCLI: You have defined a backup template with the type
EXTERNAL_SNAPSHOT using the following DBM command:
backup_template_create <backup_template_name> TO EXTERNAL
SNAPSHOT
e.g. backup_template_create EXT_backup_Snapshot TO EXTERNAL
SNAPSHOT
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Trigger a save data with Database Studio or Dbmcli to the backup template of type
EXTERNAL as first part of the backup.


backup_start <backup_template_name> data

After backup_start ended with return code 0 an external file system backup (snapshot) can
be executed.
Leave the DBMCLI session open. Perform your external file system backup.

When the external file system backup is complete, enter the DBM command backup_finish
and specify an external backup ID (EXTERNAL BACKUP ID) chosen by yourself, as follows:
backup_finish <backup_template_name> ExternalBackupID <external_backup_ID> e.g.
11032014
This command is the signal for the database that the complete data backup can be
concluded.
A successfully concluded complete data backup is entered in the backup history. This entry
contains the external backup ID that you assigned. The internal database snapshot is
deleted.
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If you follow our recommendations for the disk configuration of your database
instances and the backup strategy, the current log entries and at least four
backup generations are always available for you to restore the content of the
database instance if problems occur. It is then very unlikely that you will lose
any data.
If a data volume sustains physical damage, a complete database recovery
needs to be performed. This basis for this type of recovery is normally the
complete and incremental data backups (not supported if you use filer
snapshots) as well as log backups of the latest backup generation.
If a logical error occurs in the SAP system, making it necessary to reset the
system to a previous state, you also do this by performing a database
recovery using a complete data backup and then importing incremental data
and log backups. The administrator can specify whether all available log
information is to be recovered up to the most recent point in time possible, or
only up to a specific time in the past without the most recent transactions.
To ensure you are well prepared for a recovery, we recommend that the
DBAs regularly test a complete database recovery using the backups from
the production system. For these tests, you require a test server comparable
to the database server. This could, for example, be your quality assurance
system.
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To restore the database instance after a structure or disk error, you first have
to make new hard disk space available.
You can use the backup history to obtain an overview of which actions are
required. Perform the recovery in the ADMIN operational state.
The first step of the recovery process is to import the most recent complete
data backup.
If the information in the log area was created before the start of this data
backup, the database instance can restore the most recent database state
using the information from the log area immediately after the data has been
imported successfully.
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Prerequisites: You have a complete data backup of the type EXTERNAL with
the external backup ID you have assigned.
Start the Database Studio and log on to the database.
Check the availability of the complete data backup required for the recovery
in backup history.
Import the external file system backup with operating system tools.
Set the database to the operational state ADMIN, if that has not already
happened (Administration Tasks -> Set Operational State -> Admin).
After this has been done choose in Database Studio Administration Tasks ->
Recovery.
The database system checks the SAP MaxDB internal snapshot which
includes the savepoint number. All log information after this savepoint has to
be rolled forward or rolled back. If the savepoint can be found on the log area
the database system is implictely restarted into online mode. If the savepoint
cannot be found on the log area you are ordered to restore a log backup.
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SAP MaxDB supports a consistency check of backups which have been created
with SAP MaxDB Tools. SAP MaxDB does not support backup checks of external
filer snapshots.

Additionally SAP MaxDB supports a structure check of the data area. This check is
called CHECK DATA (previously Verify).
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Before you overwrite the backups of a backup generation, check whether an
intact backup exists.
You can use the SAP MaxDB backup tools Database Studio, or Database
Manager CLI to check whether a data or log backup can be imported and
therefore, whether it can be used for a recovery. In this case, the service
database (Name convention: .M<KernelVersion> ) is used to import the entire
backup. The operation of the database must not be interrupted during this
process.
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In Database Studio, you can check backups via the Backup History. Use
Administration -> Backup mark that backup you want to check and choose
Check Backup... from the context menu of the instance and using the backup
check Wizard that then appears.
You can check both log and data backups.
After the backup has been checked, the results are displayed.
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You can check in Database manager log file (dbm.prt) the return code of the
backup check.
You will find more information about this in the glossary of the SAP MaxDB
documentation (SAP Note 767598) in the Database Studio manual under the
title "Checking Backups", as well as in the Database Manager CLI
documentation under the DBM command recover_check.
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In dbm.prt of the Content Server database you’ll find the log information and
result of your check backup.
If recover_check ends with return code 0 no errors were detected during
check backup.
If return code is not equal 0 errors were detected during check backup
which are logged in the KnlMsg* files of the service database
.M<version>!
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You won‘t find any entries about Check Backup in Backup history file of the
content server database, but in the backup history of the service database
called .M<Version> e.g .M780236
These service database cannot be integrated into the Database Studio.
You can check the backup history on file system level in the work directory of
the service database.
E.g. /sapdb/SDB/data/wrk/.M780236
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You won‘t find any kernel messages (warnings, errors, info) about check
backup in Knlmsg.* files of the local database , but in the log files of the
service database .M<Version>
This service database cannot be integrated into the Database Studio.
If check backup ends with an return code not equal 0 (see dbm.prt of your
local database), you have to convert the knlmsg* files of the service database
as follows:
cd /sapdb/<SID>/data/wrk/.M<version>
protconv –o <output file name> KnlMsg
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If your Content Server is running with a lower SAP MaxDB version than listed
in this slide, upgrade the database to a version in which a "Check Data" can
be executed.
Check Data checks the structural consistency of the entire database. It
considers tables as well as indexes and LOB columns.
The semantics of the data model is not taken into account. Logical errors are
not found, but only errors caused by hardware defects.
Every page contains a header and trailer number at the beginning and end.
With each read-I/O the values stored on the page are checked. If the header
value at the beginning and trailer info at the end are different, there is an
error.
One typical error that may be detected is BAD DATA PAGE.
If errors are detected during Check data in most cases a hardware problem
had caused the inconsistency.
If errors are detected and the corrupted object is a table then a recovery of
the complete database is necessary to remove the inconsistency.
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The structural consistency of the database can be checked in different ways.
If you choose 'Check database structure (all objects)‘ transaction
DBAcockpit , all B* trees, including indexes, are checked. ‚Check database
structure (only tables)‘ checks only the tables (which is recommended for
Content Server)
You can also start consistency checks with the dbmcli:
- dbmcli > db_execute check data (checks all tables and indexes)
- dbmcli > db_execute check table <owner>.<tablename> (selection of a
table)
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In Database Studio choose ‚Check Database Structure‘ in the context
menu of the database. There are different choices.
A consistency check can be executed in different operational states of the
database. In ONLINE state the structural consistency of all tables, indexes
and LOB columns is checked. In ADMIN mode additionally the converter is
updated; pages with no more references are deleted.
The check can be restricted to one table.
A check of the database structure is time-consuming and CPU-intensive. For
a productive system the check should be planned for times of low workload
(f.e. on weekends) or if possible, the check should be done on a separate
system copy.
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The successful end of CHECK DATA can be checked in dbm.prt or in file
KnlMsg (knldiag).
If in dbm.prt a returncode 0 is delivered the CHECK DATA was successful.
In the KnlMsg at the end of the progress report a success message is
written.
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If in dbm.prt a returncode unequal to 0 is logged (in this case: -9407), there
is an error situation and the defective data object has to be found out. The
roots of the defective B* trees are listed in KnlMsg.
At the end of CHECK DATA Database Studio opens a popup showing the
first errror that occurred. Information about further errors has to be gathered
from the diagnosis files ( KnlMsg / KnlmsgArchive).
If you have executed the Check Data via transaction DBACockpit the action
is marked in red in the DBA Planning calendar.
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To ensure data security, it is necessary to perform data and log backups at
appropriate intervals. We recommend that you perform:
 A complete data backup (of all data) at least once a week or, if possible, daily
 An incremental data backup (of individual pages) after more extensive system
activities during the week
 Log backups at least daily, ideally using the automatic log backup function

This creates four backup generations in a 28-day cycle. The backup media
can then be reused.
 Before reusing backup media, you must perform a consistency check (using
Check Data (VERIFY)) of the database at least once within the backup cycle.
This ensures that the database is physically consistent and it is safe to overwrite
these tapes.
 At the beginning of each backup cycle, you must also check whether the
complete data backups can be read (see "Checking Backups") to ensure that the
backup concept is working as expected.
 If you want to use snapshots of the file system as a substitute for a backup of the
database, you must check more often whether the system is consistent using the
Check Data function. Do this at least once a week (based on the complete
backup in the example above, once a week).
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